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Utility Analysis for Multiple Selection Devices and Multiple Outcomes

Abstract

Traditional utility analysis only calculates the value of a given selection procedure over

random selection. This assumption is not only an inaccurate representation of staffing policy

but leads to overestimates of a device's value. This paper generates a new utility model that

accounts for multiple selection devices and multiple criteria. The model is illustrated using

previous utility analysis work and an actual case of secretarial employees with eight predictors

and nine criteria. A final example also is provided which includes these advancements as well

as other researchers' advances in a combined utility model. Results reveal that accounting for

multiple criteria and outcomes dramatically reduces the utility estimates of implementing new

selection devices.
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Utility Analysis for Multiple Selection Devices and Multiple Outcomes

Utility Analysis (UA) has evolved into a complex tool for estimating the value of human

resource interventions. UA allows human resource decision makers to produce bottom line

figures, thus adding credibility to the perceived "soft" decisions commonly associated with

human resources. UA has had to overcome many limitations of its application over the years,

especially with regard to the credibility of its results. These limitations have been partially

addressed through developments of SDy calculation (e.g., Cascio & Ramos, 1986; Schmidt &

Hunter, 1983; Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, & Muldrow, 1979), the addition of finance variables

(Boudreau, 1983), techniques such as breakeven analysis (Boudreau, 1984), accounting for

employee flows over time (Boudreau & Berger, 1985), relaxing the assumption of top-down

hiring (Hogarth & Einhorn, 1976; Murphy, 1986), determining the effects of recruiting efforts

(Rynes & Boudreau, 1986), and allowing poor performers to be dismissed (De Corte, 1994).

With these developments have come added complexity; yet, even in its current state,

limitations still exist which cause UA to produce imperfect estimates of the expected utility of

human resource staffing policies. This paper will address some of these limitations and present

a modified UA that may prove to be more accurate.

Revising the Traditional Utility Analysis Formula

There is a large body of literature which reveals that selection devices can predict

multiple criteria relevant to employment. Although the majority of validity studies use

performance ratings as the criterion, a meta-analysis of various selection devices performed by

Schmitt, Gooding, Noe and Kirsch (1984) shows that many studies have addressed the effect

of selection measures on turnover, achievement/ grades, productivity, status changes, wages,

and work samples. Similarly, an organization may wish to hire employees based on needed

levels of competencies, rather than based on a more abstract notion of general performance.

Because current UA models only concern themselves with a single criterion variable, traditional

UA estimates may be inaccurate. Additionally, useful selection devices may measure multiple

dimensions of performance (e.g., quantity of work, quality of work, etc.), in addition to

impacting other outcome variables (e.g., turnover, trainability, etc.). Thus, new UA models

need to be constructed to account for multiple criteria.

Perhaps a more central weakness of present formulations of utility is that while it

measures the utility of a single device over random selection, most organizations' gather

information from multiple sources in making staffing decisions. The vast majority of

organizations use reference checks (97%) and interviews (81%) when making selection
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decisions; other commonly used devices include application blanks and various testing

programs (Gatewood & Feild, 1994). Thus, very few organizations limit their selection process

by using only one, let alone no, selection procedure.

Given that there are both multiple predictors and criteria that are relevant to most

selection processes, it is unreasonable to assume that an organization is debating using a

single test alone as a selection device or reverting to a policy of random hiring. It may also be

inappropriate to only consider a single criterion, such as a global rating of performance, when

evaluating the financial impacts of a selection procedure. If an organization considers using an

additional selection device, calculations of that device's utility must be based upon the gain

achieved by incorporating the device into the current selection process and the total predictive

power of that device for multiple criteria.

Computing Validity for Multiple Predictors

To expand the B-C-G utility model to account for the above limitations, the incremental

validity of the new selection device(s), the multidimensionality of performance, and the

relationship between these two aspects must be determined. The UA formula, as currently

developed, uses a correlation coefficient, based on the correlation between a single predictor,

p, and a single criterion, c. By expanding the analysis to a set of predictors and criteria,

represented by the vectors p and c the computations needed to calculate a single correlation

value become more complex. The analysis becomes even more complex given that the

practitioner would want the predictors weighted to yield maximum potential predictive power,

but the performance criteria would determined independent of the utility analysis, such as from

a job analysis.

We can therefore see the new correlation coefficient being based on the correlation

between two linear combinations: u, which equals the predictors, p, times a set of weights, a

and, v which equals the criteria, c times a set of weights, b.

u = a x p

v = b x u

The set of weights, a will be mathematically derived, but the set of criteria weights, b will be

predetermined. The problem thus becomes calculating the correlation between the linear

combinations u and v. The solution to the problem is based on the principles behind calculating

the correlation of sums (Nunnally, 1978). One might also note that this problem is similar to the

calculation of canonical correlations (Johnson & Wichern, 1992); however, because the set of

weights b are not being modified to yield a maximal correlation, the resulting solution will differ.
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Figure 1 shows the formulas and necessary covariance matrix for calculating the correlation

value. The derivation is shown in the Appendix.

FIGURE 1: Needed Information and Matrix Calculation

Calculation of the correlation between the set of predictors and the set of criteria must

be accompanied by other changes to be logically implemented. When considering adding a

new device to a given selection process, the incremental validity of the new selection device

must be calculated. This means that the device cannot be evaluated relative to its

improvement over random hiring. A new device may add value to the existing selection

process by being able to improve prediction of the criteria. To properly utilize the formulas of

UA, the validity of the new selection process as a whole must be computed and then

compared to the previous method(s). The value of r that must then be used in the utility

formulae equals the difference between the new correlation and the old correlation.
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Yet knowing only the validity of potential selection devices is insufficient to make an

informed decision regarding their implementation. The base rate, selection ratio, payoff

function, device cost, and financial considerations all have an impact when considering the

utility of a new selection device (Boudreau, 1991a; Cascio, 1991).

To illustrate the use of this new model, this paper will present two sets of examples of

computing the expected utility of new selection devices. The first example will apply the

advances described here to previous work on utility analysis. The second example will be an

actual implementation of the revised utility formula for the selection of secretarial workers. The

examples also will show how the new utility model can yield results quite different from the

traditional model.

Application of Revised Utility Model to Previous UA Research

With the equations for determining the utility of multiple devices for multiple criteria

defined, we will now turn to illustrating its use. Specifically, this section of the paper will reapply

the new UA model to previous research where simpler UA models were used.

To do this, we rely on a review of UA found in Boudreau (1991a) which includes an

appendix containing summaries of 42 utility analyses, accumulated from the works of 19

authors. Of these, there are seven authors who performed analyses that involved multiple

devices. In each study, the utility of a new selection device is compared to the utility of an

interview. However, these studies only investigated the value of the new selection device over

the interview and do not provide information of the incremental utility achieved by

implementing the new device in conjunction with the interview. Thus, we will apply the utility

model derived in the beginning of this paper to obtain a more realistic estimation of the utility of

implementing the new selection devices.

Before presenting our analysis, though, a special note needs to be made regarding the

lack of some critical information. First, these studies only look at a single general criterion of

performance. Therefore, although this paper proposes to examine performance as a vector of

criteria, these examples will be limited to the general performance effect used by the seven

authors. Second, information on the correlation between the interview and the new selection

device was not provided by the studies. Thus, the analysis will be performed with an assumed

intercorrelation. In order to be accurate and fair, the analysis will be performed for

intercorrelation values of 0, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. This method of performing UA using different

reasonable values of a specific variable also has been used by other researchers to better

estimate the value of selection devices or to illustrate a UA technique (e.g., Cascio & Silbey,
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1979; Murphy, 1986; Rich & Boudreau, 1987). Although it is our belief that the intercorrelations

will generally be between 0 and 0.50, all of these values will be shown to include a broad

range of possible effects. Information on selection devices, validities, and utilities for each

study are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1: Validity and Utility of Multiple Selection Devices

The results of the new utility analysis lead to a number of conclusions. Most notably,

increases in validity from combining two devices were almost always less than the sum of the
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validities of the two selection devices analyzed separately. The only exception is the case

where the assumed intercorrelation makes the combined validity close to 1.0 (e.g. Rich &

Boudreau, 1987; combined validity = .95). For all other cases, including the Rich and

Boudreau case at more reasonable intercorrelations (not .75), the utility of adding the new

device over random selection overestimates the value of adding the new advice to the

interview by an average of 84%. This shows that simply adding or subtracting validity or total

utility scores of selection devices computed separately overestimates the value of combining

the selection devices.

The results of these validity calculations strongly suggest that the traditional UA model

overestimates the utility of multiple devices. Despite increases in the test battery validity, the

costs associated with administering two tests made the administration of both devices, on

average, little better than implementing only the better of the two selection devices. Dollar

values either stayed the same or dropped for 16 of the 27 calculations. The majority of the

increases occurred when the intercorrelation was high (.75); only four increases were

calculated for circumstances of intercorrelation values of a magnitude similar to those values

commonly reported in the selection literature (.00, .25, and .50).

As mentioned earlier, the more likely scenario is that a new device is being considered

in addition to an interview (given that the vast majority of companies use interviews).

Consistent with the traditional utility model, the results here show positive returns for adding

the new selection device for all of the examples. The methods employed here, though, should

provide more accurate information that may help human resource decision makers form a

better idea of what dollar gain realistically can be expected from adding a new selection

method.

Application of Revised Utility Model to a Selection Program

While the demonstration of this revised approach to UA using previous research

illustrates the general differences between it and the traditional method, an actual example of

its application in a situation where there are more than two predictors, multiple criteria, and all

the necessary intercorrelation data, would being useful. We will now describe such an

application considering various selection tests and multiple dimensions of job performance.

The application is for secretarial positions at a specific midwestern plant of a Fortune

500 company. Data were collected on the validity of eight selection tests. The utility of adding

one or both of two tests, the Test of Learning Ability (Richardson, Bellows, Henry, & Co., 1989)

and the Wonderlic Personnel Test (Wonderlic & Associates, 1983), will be evaluated. These
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tests are considered as potential additions to a set of 6 office skills tests: the R. D. Craig

Typing Test (R. D. Craig Assessments, 1990), SRA Checking test, SRA Coding test, SRA filing

test, SRA Grammar test, and SRA Punctuation test (SRA/London House Office Skills Tests,

1977).

This decision situation reflects a realistic problem that a human resource manager may face.

The majority of companies use skill performance tests or work samples to make selection

decisions, whereas less than a third employ mental ability tests (Bureau of National Affairs,

1988); however, the use of mental ability tests is increasing (Gatewood & Feild, 1994). Thus, it

is quite plausible that a company may be considering adding a mental ability test to its current

battery of work sample tests. It should also be noted that this decision situation is merely an

example designed to illustrate the new UA approach. Although the validity coefficients and

company information are based on real data, the scenario is just one of many potential

situations for which this UA approach is applicable.

Secretaries are evaluated on 9 dimensions: administrative skills, ability to handle

stress, adaptability to change, customer service, attention to detail, writing ability, computer

skills, numerical ability, and proofreading ability. Additionally, each secretary received an

overall performance rating. A validity study was conducted on 296 current secretarial workers

at the company by administering the current and new tests to the workers. The resulting

correlation matrix, including the specific tests and criteria, are shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2: Correlations of Predictors and Criteria
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A utility analysis, using the techniques prescribed in this paper for computing r will be

compared to a traditional utility analysis. The other aspects of the utility equation (e.g., N, SDy,

Zx, & C) will be the same for both calculations. The number of applicants and number selected

are based on estimates from the company which are representative of a hiring situation they

might face.

The estimated number of new secretaries needed each year is 20. The average tenure

for a secretary is six years. For each position, roughly 30 applicants apply (600 applicants per

year). Thus, over the course of a year, the selection ratio averages .033, yielding an average

Z,, score of 2.23. The Wonderlic Personnel Test (Wonderlic, 1983) has an initial cost of $130,

which includes 50 tests, manual, and a score key. One hundred additional tests can be

purchased for $158. The Test of Learning Ability (Richardson, Bellows, Henry & Co., 1989)

costs $55 for 25 tests, and a single answer key for $7.50 must also be purchased. Both the

Wonderlic Personnel Test and the Test of Learning Ability are multiple choice and have 12

minute time limits. The prospective tests would be administered with the other 6 tests, given to

the group of 30 applicants in a single sitting. An additional quarter of a person hour (at

$30/hour) was estimated as being necessary to administer each new test. Scoring the test was

estimated to take one minute per applicant (again, at a rate of $30/hour).

Finally, SDy was based on the 40% rule (Schmidt & Hunter, 1983). Although there are

other methods of estimating SDy (Cascio, 1991), the 40% rule seems adequate for this study.

Thus, based on a reported starting pay of secretaries at the company, SDy equals roughly

$6,000.

Utility Evaluations

To demonstrate the implications of the methods described in this paper, a number of

utility analyses are performed. Note that it is not the intent of this study to provide a detailed

description of the types of tests used and the implications of their validities. Rather, this study

is intended to demonstrate an application of a revised utility analysis technique and to show

how it differs from the current approach.

First, a conventional analysis is performed, evaluating the utility of the two tests over a

policy of random selection. Then, a slightly more sophisticated analysis is conducted in that the

combined r of the two selection devices over random selection will be used in a basic utility

analysis. In both of these cases, the correlation between the selection devices and the overall

measure of performance will be used.
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The second analysis involves determining the incremental validity of the two selection

devices over the current battery of six tests. This case, though, still will employ the overall

measure of performance as the criterion for the correlations.

The third UA will employ all the methods proposed in this paper. The utility of the two

selection devices, both separately and in conjunction with each other, will be evaluated in

addition to the current battery of six tests, and the individual facets of performance will be used

to weight the tests. Additionally, examples will be given for different weighting values: (1) all

the measures of performance weighted equally; (2) a fast paced administrative aid job; and (3)

a job with inverse weights of the previous example.

A fourth UA will be performed which combines the advances of this paper with other

researchers' work refining the utility model. The basic example will be the same as the second

case of the third analysis, but the UA will also include corrections for non-top-down hiring

(Murphy, 1986) and a probationary period for new employees (De Corte, 1994). A summary of

the utility estimates for each of the examples is given in Table 3.
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TABLE 3: Summary of Utility Analysis Results

Utility of Devices Over Random Hiring

The conventional UA compares each of the two selection devices to a policy of random

hiring. Both the Test of Learning Ability and the Wonderlic Personality Test are correlated .29

with the overall measure of performance.
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Using the basic UA formula (Boudreau, 1991a; Cascio, 1991)

∆U = Nh * Zx * r * SDy  - [Ci + (C * Na)]

∆U = Utility change from selection device

Nh = Number of people to be hired

Zx = Average Z-score of the predictor of hired employees

R = Correlation between the predictor and criterion

SDy = Dollar value of a standard deviation in the criterion

Ci = Cost of acquiring or setting up the test

Ca = Cost of administering the test to a single applicant

Na = Number of applicants

the utility of the Test of Learning Ability over random selection is $75,961, and the utility of the

Wonderlic Personnel Test is $76,290.

This analysis, though, does not give an estimate of the utility of using both devices. For

the reasons discussed above, simply adding the two utility values together would likely highly

overestimate the total utility. However, by first calculating the r of both selection devices using

available statistical methods (e.g., Nunnally, 1978, p. 177), the combined r is .38. The rest of

the values in the basic utility formula stay the same, except for the costs, which equal the costs

associated with the Test of Learning Ability plus the costs of the Wonderlic Personnel Test.

Thus, the utility in the first year of using both devices, over a policy of random selection, is

$98,732.

These two analyses yield large estimates for the utility of the selection devices. Even if

we modify these estimates by accounting for the turnover rate (20/296) of the secretarial

employees, using an estimated discount rate (10%), and using a tax rate (45%), the estimated

utility values are still very large: the utility of using the Test of Learning Ability is $1,106,810;

the utility of the Wonderlic Personnel Test is $1,108,169; and, the utility of using both tests

becomes $1,447,468. Yet, even this simplistic analysis demonstrates that the utility of using

two devices is significantly different from the sum of using both devices independently.

Utility of Selection Devices Over Current Battery

We will now begin to apply the methods proposed in this paper to the secretarial

selection problem. Before being able to evaluate the utility of the new selection devices, the

validity of the current battery of selection devices must be calculated. Using the overall

measure of performance as the criterion, the validity of the current selection tests is .33. When
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the validity of adding any device to the selection battery is computed, the validity of the current

selection method will be subtracted from the validity of the potential new (larger) package.

The validity of the selection battery with the current devices and the addition of the Test

of Learning Validity is .34. Thus, the incremental validity of the test of Learning Ability is .01.

Similarly calculated, the incremental validity of the Wonderlic Personnel Test is .05. The

validity of the selection battery including all 8 devices is .40. Thus, the incremental validity of

adding both new tests is .07.

With the incremental r's calculated, determining the utility of the new devices follows

the basic methods of utility analysis. For the first year, the utility of the Test of Learning Ability

is $1,034, for the Wonderlic Personnel Test $12,066, and for the combination, $15,776.

Accounting for value over 10 years, and including a 10% discount rate and 45% tax rate, the

values for the Test of Learning Ability, Wonderlic Personnel Test, and the combination of the

two become $32,293, $187,155, and $257,824, respectively. These values are significantly

less than the estimates of utility devices over random selection.

Utility of Selection Devices Over Current Battery and for Multiple Criteria

The third set of utility equations involves evaluating the utility of selection devices for

multiple predictors and multiple criteria. Three examples will be used to illustrate the results.

Normally, the criteria would be weighted on the basis of job analysis results. The first example

will be for a situation where each of the criteria (administrative skills, ability to handle stress,

adaptability to change, customer service, attention to detail, writing ability, computer skills,

numerical ability, and proofreading ability) are weighted equally. Given the methods described

in this paper for maximizing the predictability of multiple selection devices for multiple criteria, it

is possible to determine the validity of the current battery of tests (r = .38), the change in r by

adding the Test of Learning Ability (∆r = .00), the change in r by adding the Wonderlic

Personality Test (∆r = .03), and the change in r by adding both devices (∆r = .04).

Once again, given the values for r, calculating the utility is relatively simple. The utility

of the Test of Learning Ability is -$1,642; the utility for the Wonderlic Personnel Test is $6,714;

and the utility for adding both devices is $7,748. Accounting for value over time, the discount

rate, and the tax rate, the utilities are -$6,082, $110,404, and $142,697, respectively.

The second and third examples demonstrate some of the flexibility in this method of

utility calculation. Given the same data and validity values, it is possible to re-weight the criteria

in accordance with job analysis data. The second example reflects a need for secretaries in a

faster-pace, less organized office. The criteria are weighted as follows. The most important
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skills for the position are ability to handle stress, adaptability to change, and attention to detail.

These skills are twice as important as the next set of skills: computer skills and numerical skills.

Finally, these two skills are twice as important as the remaining set of skills: administrative

skills, customer service, written communication, and proofreading. These descriptions can be

turned into numerical weights (four for the most important skills, two for the next set, and one

for the final set). Using these weights and the equations derived in this paper, the correlation

for the current test battery is .37, the incremental validity of the Test of Learning Ability is .003,

the incremental validity of the Wonderlic Personnel Test is .02, and the incremental validity of

adding both new tests is .03.

Given these r's, the utility can be easily calculated. The utility for implementing the Test

of Learning Ability in the first year is -$840; for the Wonderlic Personnel Test, $4,038; and for

using both tests, $5,072. The utility of the tests over time, and accounting for the discount rate

(10%) and tax rate (45%), are $5,431, $72,028, and $104,321, respectively. Note that despite

the utility values in the first year, the Test of Learning Ability yields positive utility and the

combination of both tests yields the highest utility over time.

The third example utilizes weights that are the reciprocal of those in the second

example. In other words, administrative skills, customer service, written communication, and

proofreading are weighted the highest (weight = 4); computer skills and numerical skills are

weighted in the middle (weight = 2); and ability to handle stress, adaptability to change, and

attention to detail are weighted as needed but least important (weight = 1). For these weights,

the correlation coefficients change somewhat. The multiple r of the current selection battery is

.376. The incremental validity of the Test of Learning Ability is .003; the incremental validity of

the Wonderlic Personality Test is .04; and the incremental validity of adding both devices is

.04.

Once again, given these r's, the utility can be calculated. The utility for implementing

the Test of Learning Ability in the first year is -$840; for the Wonderlic Personnel Test, $9,390;

and for using both tests, $7,748. The utility of the three options over time, and accounting for

the discount rate (10%) and tax rate (45%), are $5,431, $148,779, and $142,697, respectively.

Comprehensive Model

So far, this paper has concentrated on examples of the methods proposed here to

make the utility estimate more accurate. We have included, though, some advances from other

research (e.g., effect of flows over time, discount rate, tax rate adjustments). However, other

research has developed refinements of the utility model that should also make the estimates
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more accurate. Although we have not included these methods in the preceding sections for the

sake of simplifying our examples, we will now included these advances here to demonstrate

how the total UA model might work.

Specifically, we will include two advances of the utility model: one, where the

assumption of top-down hiring is relaxed (Hogarth & Einhorn, 1976; Murphy, 1986); and two,

where the company can dismiss those employees who are later are judged to perform at an

unacceptable level (De Corte, 1994).

When job candidates choose to reject a job offer, the employer must make an offer to

employees that the selection devices predicted to be less qualified. This results in a decrease

in the average predicted score of the new employees, or in other words, a decrease in Zx. The

logic and derivation of the effect of this is provided in Murphy (1986). It should be noted,

though, that an assumption needs to be made regarding the relationship between the quality

of applicants and the probability of their accepting offers. Murphy (1986) provides three cases:

where jobs are rejected at random, where jobs are rejected by the top applicants, and where

the probability of job acceptance is negatively correlated with quality. We agree with Murphy

(1986) and others (Hogarth & Einhorn, 1976) that the most reasonable assumption is a

negative correlation between ability and probability to accept offers. While the exact value of

this correlation is unknown for our sample, and we are unaware of any research investigating

this matter, we will use the value of -.20, because it both seems reasonable and because

Murphy (1986) used it in his example.

It is also necessary to know the proportion of applicants rejecting offers (Murphy, 1986).

Again, there are no data available for our sample, and no research specifically addressing this

issue. However, Murphy (1986) did cite a college recruiting report indicating that less than 65%

of the job offers made in technical and engineering fields are accepted; and for non-technical

areas, the acceptance rate is less than 75%. Thus, for our clerical sample, assuming a

acceptance rate of 70% seems reasonable, and is perhaps a little conservative. Murphy (1986)

provides methods for estimating the average Z-score of those hired in the situation where a

correlation exists between ability and predicted performance.

Another refinement to the utility model involves determining the effect of providing a

one-year probationary period for new hires: after one year, those who do not perform

adequately are dismissed. Adding this refinement yields a basic change to the utility model.

The utility equation must estimate the performance difference between initially hired

employees and employees who survive the probationary period (De Corte, 1994). Because
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poor performing employees are dismissed after one year, the average performance of

employees is higher in later years than it is in the first year.

The specific changes involved in the utility model are explained in detail by De Corte

(1994). It should be noted, though, that when these changes are included with the changes

proposed in this paper, the method for computing the value of additional selection devices

must be altered somewhat. Because of Zx, changes between the first and latter years, and

because the extent of this change depends on the validity of the selection process, simply

finding the change in r and inserting this value into a single utility equation will not work. This

can be easily remedied, though, by computing the utility of each selection alternative

independently and then subtracting the appropriate values to yield the change in utility.

Based on De Corte's (1994) methods, it is necessary to determine a cutoff score that

will be used as the performance threshold for probationary employees. For our case, we will

assume that performance must be no less than one standard deviation below average. Those

employees who score below this threshold will be dismissed after one year. Other values are

certainly plausible, but for the sake of illustration the above cutoff value will be used. Because

of this cutoff, Zy, not Zx, will be 0.29 higher for those who survive the probationary period.

Thus, in year two and beyond, Zy will be 0.29 for the baseline group, 0.30 when using the Test

of Learning Ability, 0.36 when using the Wonderlic Personnel Test, and 0.37 when using both

new selection devices. The utility of the three options over 10 years, and accounting for the

discount rate (10%) and tax rate (45%), are $3,144, $109,064, and $118,358 respectively.

Discussion and Implications

Utility Analysis for multiple methods and multiple criteria introduced in this study yield

significantly different results than would be obtained had simple utility analysis procedures

been followed. Using incremental validity instead of assuming a policy of random selection had

the largest impact on estimated utility scores. Results of varying criteria weighting schemes did

not yield as large a difference, but this may be attributable to the subcriteria being related. If

less related criteria were examined, such as absenteeism or turnover, the effects could have

been larger. Additionally, these results still more accurately reflect the true utility of selection

devices and provide managers with a means to select people for specific positions within a

more general type of job.

It should be noted that when devices are considered over a policy of random selection,

the utility of using multiple devices will almost invariably be less than the sum of using each

device individually. However, when the devices are considered over a policy which includes a
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number of selection devices, the opposite may be true. This is true because the

intercorrelation between the new devices may add explanatory power, even if the simple

correlation between the device and the criteria is not large. A good example of this is

presented by Nunnally (1978, pp. 177-178). In Nunnally's example, ry1 = .60, ry2 = .00, and r12 =

.50. Given these values, the validity of using both devices is .69, which is greater than the sum

of ry1 and ry2.

This paper was intended to produce a method to more accurately measure the return of

human resource interventions. It is not the purpose of this paper to draw conclusions regarding

the general utility of specific selection methods. In fact, we would argue that the calculated

results of this study have no generalizability to other situations where the Test of Learning

Ability or the Wonderlic Personnel Test are being considered. Indeed, this paper contends that

the utility of new selection devices depend on the current firm-specific practices. What are

generalizable are the methods for calculating utility. These methods should yield, for any

realistic hiring situation, more accurate estimates of the dollar return of a proposed selection

device.

The results do allow us to make some generalizations regarding the implementation of

selection devices and the implications of the proposed changes for utility analysis

implementation. Selection devices should not be considered in isolation, but rather as part of

an overall battery of selection devices. A highly valid selection device may not necessarily add

utility to the selection process, even if the cost is relatively low. This is because the new device

may not add sufficient information to the decision model. Conversely, a selection device with a

low validity, even a measure with a simple correlation with a criterion of 0.00, may add

substantial validity to the selection process because of the intercorrelations with the current

selection devices. The techniques exist with which to compute this incremental validity.

Computing utilities without these modifications, or implementing a utility study without

collecting this necessary information, will probably lead to gross overestimates of the value of

the selection process.

This paper shows that the practice of traditional UA of comparing a new selection

device to a policy of random selection leads to overestimated utility results, and thus this paper

paints a somewhat more conservative picture of the value of a single selection method.

However, we do not purport that selection devices are not valuable. Indeed, the majority of the

examples (see Tables 1 and 3) have positive returns for adding new selection devices. This
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paper merely shows that estimates generated using the B-C-G utility analysis model are too

high in realistic decision making contexts.

Application of the New Utility Model for Decision Makers

With the apparent lack of use of UA by managers, and with the added complexity of

this new model, it may seem less likely that managers will take advantage of this more

accurate tool. However, it is possible to encourage use of this model by reducing the

complexity of applying it through use of a computer program.

Obviously, the technology for the calculations exist. All the calculations for this paper

were performed on a spreadsheet program or with a matrix calculation program. Although we

do not believe every manager will customize applications (or learn matrix algebra) to perform

the needed calculations, the tools do exist to begin such a programming task. Additionally, a

well-designed user interface should help facilitate the use of utility analysis. Through a

computer program, all the necessary information could be collected in a format that is easy to

understand, reasonable default values could be included for when there is missing data, and

the calculations would be performed for the user. Thus, a manager could use this model

without actually having to know the extent of its complexity.

Some research suggests that utility analysis, in its current form, may have a limited

impact on managerial decision making (Latham & Whyte, 1994). While one of the reasons for

the limited impact may be the unrealistic nature of the assumptions underlying utility analysis

(Cascio, 1992), another reason may lie in its complexity (Latham & Whyte, 1994). Thus, while

the revisions of the utility analysis formula presented in this paper make the algorithm more

realistic, they also make it more complex. As a result, it is not clear that these improvements in

the basic formula will ultimately result in greater applicability of utility analysis.

Future Research

Research on selection devices needs to pay more attention to the intercorrelation

between the new device and existing devices. Although there are myriad studies showing the

correlation between single selection devices (e.g. biodata, personality tests, cognitive ability

tests, honesty tests, etc.) and performance, this paper demonstrates that this simple

correlation is not sufficient information to yield an accurate utility estimate. Utility researchers

need to know the variance explained beyond that of current methods: the assumption of

random selection is simply not valid.

Future research could also start where this paper ends. The current paper involves

determining if new selection devices add utility to a current battery when all the tests are
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administered simultaneously. However, with more expensive selection devices (e.g.

assessment centers, work samples, interviews) an employer may wish to limit the number of

applicants who are screened through the device. Indeed, companies frequently use second

interviews after screening an initial set of applicants. With current methods, computing the

optimal selection strategy, in terms of predictor cutoffs and multiple batteries, would involve

extensive guesswork of trial-and-error permutations of current and potential procedures. Thus,

future research investigating the combination of optimization strategies for multiple devices will

further help human resource decision makers effectively develop a selection procedure.

Overall, research on utility analysis has much room to grow. Research is needed to

increase the accuracy of the models, to make the models easier to use, and to determine the

effect of UA on decision makers. Although the third goal is perhaps the most needed work,

advances in the first two areas are needed before the third goal is even feasible.
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APPENDIX A: Calculation of the Overall Correlation


